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● It is a myth that stress is always bad
● The ‘Goldilocks effect’ is a better way to view stress - too much or too 

little is not helpful
● If there is enough to motivate a person and yet not so much it hinders 

useful behaviours, then clear thinking and performance can improve
● Central to this is how individuals interpret stress - as a totally bad thing 

or as having potential benefits? This is your ‘’stress mindset’’
● Researchers at Yale University ran a study to test if a ‘stress mindset’ is a 

real thing and if it was, what impact it had

The remaining Spotlights of this academic year will focus on studies and research 
every Channing teacher needs to know. They will be every other week, interspersed 
with the Department led T&L Briefings on Feedback. The aim of these Spotlights is 
to inform and stimulate discussion about the science of learning and its application 
in our classrooms.

STRESS MINDSETS

1. Stress can be viewed as either with the potential to enhance or debilitate performance
2. Our stress mindset can be developed - learning how it can help us is key
3. Those who view stress as being helpful reported

● Feeling better
● Better work performance
● Being more likely to seek out feedback

4. If participants had high levels of cortisol - 
the stress hormone, then a belief that stress 
can be good for you helped lower it
If  participants had low levels of cortisol, 
then believing stress can be good for you 
helped raise it.

5. Essentially, it helped participants 
find their sweet spot

During times of heightened stress we need to help our students to develop:

1. A larger skill and knowledge base from which to draw - the more competent they are the less 
likely they are to be stressed whilst doing it.

2. Self-regulation and metacognitive skills can help them deliver their best under pressure.

3. One’s stress mindset is not set in stone - helping students to focus on how to interpret the event 
itself and one’s attitude to stress can reduce their negative feelings whilst also boosting 
performance.


